FP Weekly Newsletter
10.12.20-10.16.20

WEATHER
FOR THE
WEEK:
MONDAY:
HIGH OF 62
WINDY/RAIN
TUESDAY:
HIGH OF 64
MOSTLY
SUNNY
WEDNESDAY:
HIGH OF 60
PM SHOWERS
THURSDAY:
HIGH OF 48
MOSTLY
CLOUDY
FRIDAY:
HIGH OF 47
PARTLY
CLOUDY

Interested in writing
for the FP Weekly
Newsletter?
Contact Staff
Submission ideas:
Weekly Polls
History
Interesting Facts
Poetry
Unique holidays

Global Cat Day—October 16th
Global Cat Day, which takes place October 16, reminds us that educating, engaging, and empowering people to defend and protect
cats is the right thing to do.
Global Cat Day demands that community leaders abolish policies
that result in the killing of cats; equip communities with lifesaving,
humane policies like Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR); and change any
policies that threaten cats’ health and safety.
TNR is the mainstream approach in which cats are humanely
trapped, spayed or neutered, vaccinated, ear-tipped and returned
to the outdoor homes where they live and thrive. As sound public
policy, TNR reduces shelter intake, “euthanasia” and calls to animal
services, which saves taxpayer dollars.
6 Common Misconceptions of Feral Cats:
1. Feral Cats are a different species from domestic cats. Feral cats are
simply not socialized.
2. Feral cats will attack humans and pets. Feral cats will keep their distance from humans and pets.
3. Feral cats will spread disease. According to the Centers for Disease
Control, it is quite rare for cats to spread diseases to humans, and
even more rare for feral cats, who mostly avoid humans.

4. Feral cats are pests that beg for food. Feral cats are fearful of humans. If a cat is mewling at your door for good, odds are it’s a stray.
5. If you find a feral cat, you should take it to a shelter. Keeping a feral
cat caged in a shelter, even, briefly can be stressful and damaging.
You also put that cat at high risk of being put down.
6. Feral can be adopted and kept as pets. Adult feral cats are usually
too scared of humans to ever be kept as indoor pets. It they are kittens, they can be socialized and put into homes.

Weekly Activities
Monday: Walk for Fitness 10:00AM
Tuesday: Fall Scavenger Hunt 1:00PM
Wednesday: Jeopardy 10:30AM
Thursday: Kindness Rock Project: Paint Rocks 10:00AM
Friday: *Soup of the Month 12:00pm ($2)

